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Welcome to the latest edition of Active Silicon's News Focus. We’ve compiled some
of the recent news posts trending on our social media channels to keep you up to
date with developments from us, and from the wider vision industry.

New - AF-Zoom cameras with IP
capability
We have launched our first Ethernet IP
autofocus-zoom block camera, adding IP
network capability to our Harrier camera
and interface board range. The Full HD
cameras offer a low latency H.264 IP
video stream over RTP. Click below to
learn more...

Read more >

Whoops! 5 misguided tech predictions
Looking back on 2020 and 2021 highlights
just how difficult it can be to predict the
future of tech when so many influential
factors are at play in a global market. This
article re-examines some bygone
predictions that were spectacularly wrong.

Read more >

The most important factors when
designing a UAV
We’re delighted to share Steatite’s
comprehensive white paper which guides
drone designers through selecting the
best imaging, power, computing,
communication and navigational
technologies for UAVs across a range of
applications.

Read more >

Making sense of smell
We’ve seen how technology has learnt to
enhance or even replace our senses of
sight, touch and hearing, but what about
smell? Researchers have been looking at
ways to harness the techniques used in
sensing smell and reproduce the process
electronically.

Read more >

Interview: Balancing supply and
demand
Supply chain issues are making headlines
around the globe, so we spoke with our
own Supply Chain Manager to see how
Active Silicon is managing the supply and
demand predicament, and other factors
that keep him on his toes!

Read more >

Embedded vision systems for
demanding applications
Active Silicon designs and manufactures a
range of embedded systems for use in
sectors including medical imaging,
computer vision assisted surgery, security
& surveillance and gaming. Read about
the benefits of custom embedded PCs
and what we can do for your vision
system.

Read more >

Active Silicon is a leading manufacturer of imaging products, embedded systems and
custom solutions. If you would like to stay informed of upcoming events, products and news
in general, then please follow us on one of our social media channels below.
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